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If you read and do the exercises, you will be so much better This book has changed my life. Love
this book!Most of us understand that we have to make effort regularly over time to do things
like learning how to drive a car or play basketball, but we typically think the mind should just
work okay on its own, without the effort or discipline. small pauses build to something greater
Excellent practices for growing mindfulness. With 52 practices it is possible to open the
publication to a random web page and go through that three to five 5 web page chapter, and
then consider a pause to actually do the practices suggested. My thanks to the author! This
book is a good resource for life! While there is a Buddhist flavor for some of the practices, you
may be atheist, agnostic, or a theist deeply steeped in your specific path and still find benefit
from this well crafted book. Don't just read it. I ordered this book about a week ago to help with
some severe anxiety( because of this I've been having some uncomfortable health related side
effects).. make enough space for the practices A Self-Help Book THAT BASICALLY Helps! In my
are a psychotherapist I rarely suggest self-help books, because many of them aren't really worth
the paper they're imprinted on. But once in a while a publication comes along that basically has
the capacity to change our lives for the better. One particular book is Just One Thing, by Rick
Hanson. Rick is both a neuropsychologist and a meditation teacher, and he uses the brand new
findings of neuroscience showing how very simple mind-training techniques, practiced for just a
couple of minutes daily, can radically improve our well-getting.The science behind the practices
involves a straightforward principle: every time you use your mind you alter the structure of the
human brain. This is an excellent book Great price. any single time you workout, not much
changes, but as time passes your health and power improve. "Neurons that fire collectively wire
together" - every time you do it again any mental activity, you reinforce it and make it simpler to
become a habit.This implies that if your brain regularly targets worries, anger, or self-criticism, in
that case your human brain develops neural structures supporting anxiety, low self-esteem, and
impatience with others. Purchased it orginally at a conference. Not absolutely all may click, but a
number of is bound to if you truly follow the practice. Additional practices, such as for example
taking in the nice, feeling safer, relaxing stress about imperfection, or filling the hole in your
center, support and boost your sense of protection and worth, resilience, performance, and well-
getting.This book is quite user-friendly. Each chapter title names a particular practice, and the
rest of the chapter, that is never lots of pages, tells you why to do it, and after that how to do it.
The methods themselves usually involve actions you ingest your mind, such as for example
reflecting, concentrating, or focusing your attention, plus they only take a couple of minutes to
do each day.This book is a very important tool if you are anxiety prone, prone to depression, or
just prone negative self talk. They're exactly like physical exercise; Busy parts of the mind get
more blood flow, and little-utilized neural connections wither aside.. Very useful information
One thing to apply and to consider in 52 chapters. I would recommend this book highly. Feeling
a difference... Great information in a good format.. I'm honestly no more then 29 webpages in
and feel as if its helping.I have coupled the exercises in this reserve with a fresh daily yoga
regime, and currently I'm acquiring myself more at ease, more accepting of myself, and more
patient with my kids. Its actually helping.The simplicity of the book is key. We're not targeting
enlightenment here, just reassurance and a state of physical and mental relaxed...!Most
exercises (up to now) involve gently rethinking items, and letting oneself feel the positive
moments in lifestyle. The writing is dependant on neuropsychological research, this means the
aim is to really reshape the pathways of the your brain...making permanent longterm change.
But doing them regularly gradually re-shapes the mind to lessen stress and unhappiness, and to
develop positive qualities. This is one I will always carry with me. Very helpful! Rick explains the



idea and provides practical "how exactly to" which can be practiced.no lofty goals, just a feeling
that things are okay. Simple but effective This short and truly simple but profound book is
intended for anyone trying to change their habits of thought that stand in the form of a better
life - self-doubt, self-criticism, indecision, etc. Unlike other longer "self-help" books with
complicated questionnaires, stories about other people uncovering and conquering their
problems, long explanations or assistance about how exactly to improve your daily life, this
reserve contains 50+ short procedures designed to encourage and develop brand-new habits of
thought and concentrate. Five Stars Enjoyed reading it and using it in my own meditations. So,
for example, regularly taking the time for mindfulness pauses activates the area of the human
brain that puts the brakes on adverse feelings, and therefore lifts mood. Refreshing A great
reference for understanding anxiety causes and triggers. Hanson's earlier book, Buddha's Mind,
explains in detail with supporting cites why following practices such as this can actually switch
your brain and therefore your thought patterns; this information might be helpful to some in
providing support for this approach, but I did so not think it is useful, merely somewhat
interesting. The procedures in this book, however, are easily accessible and, if implemented, can
actually effect change. Unlike additional approaches, which might involve something similar to
recitation of certain phrases made to interrupt mental poison, these practices each involve
multiple recommendations designed to engage your individual emotions, memories, or
thoughts. Offers practical approaches to coping. Rick Hansen rocks! All you pay interest to, all
you think, experience and want, every time you react to what happens to you - all of these items
sculpt the human brain. Fast delivery.. But in the event that you regularly concentrate on noticing
you are all right now, not taking lifestyle individually, cultivating gratitude, or letting go - then
gradually the human brain re-shapes itself to aid calm strength, self-confidence, and inner
peace. That is a gift for a pal and at a much better price! Wonderful, basic stuff! I recommend
this book to many of the "too busy" professionals I use that are attempting to develop
mindfulness and a far more meaningful life in general. Rick Hanson shows us how some very
down-to-earth actions can change an unruly brain into one that is focused, strong, and
happy.and I'm only on the 1st chapter! It is possible to read one at a time, several at once, pick
them at random, or work through the book systematically.Just One Practice. Seriously. I've
recommended it to many people. Great book Love this
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